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One Simple Solution for Multi-Channel Interactions

The Customer ’s 

Experience

One of the options now supported in Q-flow for letting 

service representatives meet with customers, is to schedule 

and conduct a video appointment using the Zoom platform.

By integrating Zoom and Q-Flow, customers can 

meet with the service rep best suited and qualified to 

assist them, over a secure video connection. 

Once a Zoom appointment has been scheduled, 

Q-Flow makes sure the customer is ready and set for 

the meeting, so that reps’ time is not wasted over 

technical issues.

All the necessary information is provided to 

customers using automatic reminders, being sent 

prior to the appointment. These reminders provide 

links for the customer to check-in to the meeting 

directly via Zoom or through Q-Flow’s secure virtual 

waiting room, where valuable information and 

updates are presented to the customer.



The Agent’s 

Experience

The Q-Flow Service Console is the primary user 

interface where service reps manage their daily 

tasks. This includes a queue of scheduled and 

waiting customers – sorted into different types of 

service, as well as according to the expected 

method of interaction: in-person, over video, or 

other digital interaction options.

Once the service rep starts the next video meeting, 

Q-Flow seamlessly launches the meeting using the 

selected channel, for both rep and customers.

When a meeting starts and Zoom was selected as 

the video channel, the integration to Q-Flow 

ensures a smooth experience:

• The video session is created by Q-Flow using the 

Zoom platform API

• The session is integrated into the service rep's 

user experience, and the video is embedded in 

the Q-Flow UI

• The rep can access and update customer and 

case information while on the call

Benefits of Video Customer Service
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Before an appointment, customers receive the Zoom 

Meeting URL where they would join the call a few 

minutes ahead of the start time.

When a customer joins the call, via their computer or 

mobile device, Q-Flow notifies the service rep that 

the customer is now waiting in the Zoom Meeting.

The rep may then join the call too, and engage in 

conversation with the customer.

Q-Flow manages the appointment as a "case", 

where all events (such as call start and end times) 

are recorded for later analysis, alongside any data 

entered by the rep during or after the call.

How It Works



Integration 

Topology

Many global organizations in the retail, finance, government, 
and other sectors, use Q-Flow to manage customer flow and 
interactions. Q-Flow is often integrated with 3rd party 
systems like CRM software and communication platforms to 
optimize and personalize the customer journey.


